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A1

You have purchased a non-exclusive license which grants you
certain rights to use the font formats. It is not an agreement for sale
of the font of its design or any portion of it.

A2

Except for your right to use the font granted by this license, all

B1

When purchasing any font from FrosType and upon full payment
of the agreed-upon usage fee, you obtain a license to install the
font software on the number of computers (devices) which is
specified by you in the order. These computers have to belong to
the Licensee which is specified in the order. They can be connected
to any number of output devices belonging to the Licensee, such as
printers for example. The font may be downloaded to the memory
(hard disk or RAM) of output devices belonging to the Licensee for
the purpose of having such font software remain resident in the
output device. Each device containing the font counts as
one computer.

B2

You may not convert, modify or rename the original font under any
circumstance.

B3

You may not open the original font in an editing software in order to
reveal its structure, organization or code.

B4

You may not use the original font files to create a derivative or
modified product or design, including creating characters for
alphabets and languages not covered by the typeface or designing
a custom version of the typeface.

C1

You can use the font across print, websites, mobile applications and
electronic publications.

C2

With any purchase of a font you get the right to embed it on an
unlimited number of websites, mobile applications and electronic
publications.

C3

Anyone with the font on their computer in order to use it for a
website, mobile application and electronic publication have to
possess a license of it. Exceptions apply as described under E.
Providing the fonts to third parties.

C4

You are not authorized to embed the licensed font software for the
purpose of allowing third parties to create new documents
or designs.

C5

Any embedding not described below is prohibited. FrosType may
include additional authorized embedding in the future.

C6

Web
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1

The web font files are only to
be hosted on websites that are
developed by the Licensee.

2

Technologies other than
@font-face are not allowed.
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C7

C8

Compatibility and usage

Providing the font files to
third parties
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Mobile App

E-Pub

3

The use of third party font
hosting services is strictly
prohibited.

1

You can embed the font in apps
running on iOS, Windows Mobile
and Android mobile operating
systems.

2

Only the OTF (.otf) files
delivered with your order can be
used in your mobile app(s).

1

You can embed the fonts in
Portable Document Format
(.pdf), EPUB (.epub), iBook
(.ibooks), Kindle (.azw, kf8)
documents.

2

Only the OTF files (.otf)
delivered with your order can
be used in your electronic
document(s).

1

Broadcasting is authorized
as long as the number of
computers and output devices
used (see B1) stipulated in the
order is respected (including
those accessible via a server).

C9

Broadcasting

D1

We supply OpenType OTF (.otf) and TrueType TTF (.ttf) for use on
desktop, mobile applications and electronic publications.

D2

We supply WOFF (.woff), WOFF2 (.woff2) and TrueType TTF (.ttf) for
use on websites.

D3

FrosType guarantee that the font formats downloaded from our
website (www.frostype.com) are installable and printable.

D4

It’s a matter of the systems, software’s version or browsers whether
they support OpenType fonts and features: please refer to your
system/software/browser documentation.

E1

You may, for a defined time period, provide a copy of the font
software you have used for a particular file to a commercial printer,
a service bureau or other pre-press facility in the scope of a
defined project, only in order to prepare for printing and print
your documents.

E2

You may, for a defined time period, provide a copy of the font
software you have used for a design to the company coding the
website or the mobile application in the scope of a defined project,
only in order to implement the font software into the website or the
mobile application.

E3

When providing a copy of the font, you have to give a full copy of
this EULA to the third party and inform them of the terms of this
particular chapter about third parties.
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Warranty and liability

Miscellaneous

EULA
F1

You can buy the font on behalf of the client under the conditions
mentioned below:
1

You must put the name of your
client on the billing form before
you purchase the font.

2

You must provide your client with
the original invoice or payment
confirmation for the font.

3

You are not authorized to
invoice your client for our fonts
at different prices to what is
stated on our website.

G1 Intellectual Property

FrosType warrants that it has all of the rights necessary to enter
into this agreement and that the font software does not breach the
intellectual property rights of any third party.

G2 Disclaimer

FrosType does not warrant the performance and result you may
obtain by using the fonts and accept no liability thereto.

G3 Liability limitation

In no event will FrosType be liable to you for any consequential,
indirect, incidental, punitive or special damages including any lost
profits, lost data or lost savings.

H1

This agreement shall automatically be terminated upon failure by
you to comply with its terms. If any part of the EULA is found void
and unenforceable, it will not affect the validity of the balance of
the EULA, which shall remain valid and enforceable according to its
terms. The Licensee agrees that this EULA will be governed by the
laws of the United Kingdom.

H2

The EULA has been written in the English language, and the parties
agree that the English version will govern.
You must acknowledge that you have read, understood, and agreed
to be bound by the terms and conditions of this agreement once
having downloaded our font files.

Trial fonts
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I1

Trial font files are only permitted to be installed one 1 computer
(device).

I2

Any kind of duplicates/copies of the font files are strictly prohibited.

I3

You may not convert, modify in any way or rename the original font
under any circumstance.

I4

Trial files are supplied for nothing but testing in desktop use and
printing. The font files should never be personally or commercially
published in any way or hosted on websites.
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